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Abstract

This study focuses on the role of information systems development (ISD) control as a means to better understand the underlying elements of ISD methodologies. Based on Ackoff’s general systems theory, we propose a new typology of ISD control that moves beyond the de facto standard in ISD research: control modes. Through twenty-six interviews at four organizations, we find that our typology aids in distinguishing between control dimensions within structured and flexible development to a greater extent than control modes would allow. Our paper also discusses possible reasons why the benefits of agile development may become diluted in organizations where both flexible and structured methods are employed. This work contributes to the advancement of ISD control theory and provides useful insights for practitioners responsible for the governance of ISD projects.
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Introduction

Information systems researchers and practitioners claim that IT departments are diluting the benefits of agile software development methods by infusing them with traditional, structured techniques in order to overcome organizational constraints and executive resistance to change (Karlstroem & Runeson 2005; Manhart & Schneider 2004). Such approaches are becoming more widespread in practice as development teams “are puzzling out the mix of methodologies and combining them to fit within their organizational realities, blending agile and non-agile techniques and practices to create a hybrid methodology that fits larger organizations” (West et al. 2010). For example, Daimler-Chrysler did not adopt a full agile approach but added specific agile practices in an attempt to ‘break the ice’ and foster organizational acceptance of agile elements (Manhart & Schneider 2004). Despite management resistance to agile methods in traditional, stage-gate project management organizations, customized agile methods are increasingly being employed in such environments (Karlstroem & Runeson 2005). As developers and IT professionals rapidly move to adopt agile information systems development (ISD) approaches - 45% of 13,000 organizations recently surveyed said they use agile methods (Taft 2010) – we expect that more IT organizations will face constraints, resistance, and pressure to follow the trend of hybrid systems development methodologies. To date, little research has been done to determine the causes or the effects of hybrid development, particularly in relation to the dilution of agile practices.

One plausible explanation for why agile practices are being diluted is a misalignment between ISD project and organizational controls (Taft 2010). A common mechanism used for ISD project control is through the use of ISD approaches, which refer to a set of related goals, guiding principles, and fundamental concepts that drive interpretations and actions in systems development processes (Iivari et al. 2000/2001). Organizational control consists of the set of structures, processes, policies, and relationships that affect the way people direct and administer a corporation; these mechanisms include organizational structure, standardized processes, and performance management tools (e.g. balanced scorecard). Information systems literature has studied the relationship between performance and alignment of business to IT from a governance and control perspective (Broadbent & Weill 1993; Weill & Ross 2004). Consistent with this research, we have designed a research program to study how organizations effectively control systems development projects when project and organizational controls are misaligned, as well as how contradictory control elements in hybrid development projects lead to performance impacts.

As a preliminary step in our research program, the purpose of this paper is to develop a theoretically grounded typology of ISD project control by clearly differentiating the mechanisms used to control information systems development. Effective control over ISD is widely viewed as an important contributor to achieving project and organizational objectives (Dibbern et al. 2008; Henderson & Lee 1992; Sia & Neo 1997). Past ISD research on control predominantly focuses on how types of control are determined by organizational and behavioral circumstances (Choudhury & Sabherwal 2003; Kirsch 1996). Standardization and use of control mechanisms have been examined in prior research (Kirsch 1997; Nidumolu & Subramani 2003); however, there is a general lack of theory pertaining to the role of control in end-to-end systems development methodologies (Harris et al. 2009). Though a need exists for advancement in control conceptualizations in order to extend knowledge in the field (Kirsch 2004), the role of control in ISD remains dominated by Kirsch’s (1996, 1997) portfolio of control modes (see Table 1).

A key mechanism of control in ISD projects is the development methodology, which represents “a cornerstone of disciplinary practice, a means of controlling processes and results” (Orlikowski 1991, p. 16). Traditional software development methodologies (e.g. waterfall) are very structured and sequential in nature; the early dominance of these methods in practice is attributed to advocates that argued for development to be completed via discrete phases, whereby requirements analysis, design, testing, and implementation are individually completed in a pre-defined sequence (Boehm 1976; Royce 1970). Using these plan-driven, structured methods, customers are primarily involved in the requirements gathering, but have minimal participation in subsequent phases. A more recent movement to encourage more flexibility to respond to changing customer needs in software projects has resulted in a number of more agile development methodologies including XP (eXtreme Programming), Scrum, DSDM (Dynamic Systems Development Method), and FDD (Feature-Driven Development). Agile development is based around the concept of collaborative, self-organizing teams that iteratively deliver working software (Beck et al. 2001; Martin 1991). Agile projects take a minimalist approach to design and documentation, relying instead on adaptability, flexibility, and responsiveness (Fitzgerald et al. 2006; Lee & Xia 2010; Nerur & Balijepally 2007). Project team
members tend to have only loosely defined responsibilities and customers are encouraged to be actively involved in the development process (Nerur et al. 2005). Agile development methods allow software teams to increase flexibility by allowing them to embrace and respond to changing environments (Beck & Andres 2004; Coad et al. 1999).

The trade-off between control and flexibility as a central dynamic in today’s software development approaches is particularly pertinent to the definition of ISD control. To date, there is no accepted view about the relationship between control and flexibility in agile literature. Some argue that the fundamental agile design views contradict control (Augustine et al. 2005) and others find that less formal control approaches are not a significant predictor of agile development success (Misra et al. 2009). Two articles recently published in the Information Systems Research (ISR) special issue on agile methods apply more theoretical and rigorous methods to examine control of flexible software development practices. Both papers define control according to Kirsch’s (1996) portfolio of control modes; however, their results are contradictory, as each defines a different control mode to be appropriate for agile environments. Maruping et al. (2009) conclude that the relationship between agile methodology use and software project quality is moderated by outcome control (see Table 1), while Harris et al. (2009) argue both formal control modes (output and behavioral) are insufficient and introduce a new form of control (emergent outcome control) to explain agile environments. One plausible explanation for such conflicting results in the literature is that control modes do not sufficiently differentiate structured and flexible methods of systems development. As such, this paper uses Ackoff’s general systems theory (1974, 1981) to develop a new typology of ISD control and validates the typology using 26 interviews with experienced systems developers in four organizations.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The next section will outline the management control literature and its relationship to ISD. This will be followed by a proposed new typology of ISD control, based on Ackoff’s systems theory. Next, the research design, data collection, and analysis methods will be outlined, followed by a presentation of the results and a discussion of the findings. Finally, the paper will conclude with details of the study’s limitations and implications for research and practice.

**Controlling Systems Development**

Control broadly refers to a process in which a person or group intentionally affects the behavior of another person or group, often with the objective of achieving goals (Davis 1940; Flamholtz et al. 1985; Tannenbaum 1962). Researchers from computer science, software engineering, and management information systems (MIS) have examined the relationship between control in ISD at varying degrees; in fact, the entire ISD methodology movement in the 1970s and 1980s was predicated on the importance of structure to encourage the use of different methodologies to guide development (Boehm 1976). Markus and Bjorn-Anderson (1987) examine the role of IS professionals exercising technical, structural, conceptual, and symbolic power. They argue that development methods may aid in the exercise of power by guiding the questions that developers ask and thus influencing the design features.

In MIS, ISD methodologies represent an organized grouping of a development approach, model, method(s), and techniques that are supported by material resources (Hirschheim, Klein & Lyytinen 1995; Huisman & Iivari 2006). The use of ISD methodologies and these underlying components are believed to comprise inherent control mechanisms that are used to enable consistency and quality (e.g. minimized software defects) in systems development.

For example, Westrup (1993) argues that management control can be exerted via development methodology use by demanding specified outcomes at particular project stages through development tools such as CASE and extensive staff training. Orlikowski (1991) argues that methodologies are a form of cultural control over developers as they force an “internalization of...assumptions, values, and interests” (p. 17). Later, Kirsch (1997) indicates that organizations operating in dynamic, changing environments may actually change control approaches throughout the lifecycle of an IS project as priorities change; the result is a portfolio of control modes for information systems projects. Developed from managerial control literature (Ouchi 1978, 1979), she defined four control models in ISD (Kirsch 1996, 1997; Kirsch et al. 2002). This portfolio of modes, defined in Table 1, is the common lens used by IS researchers to study ISD control to date. Although Kirsch references procedures such as development standards and performance goals that would commonly be part of a development methodology, ISD methodologies are not specifically addressed.
Several other researchers have extended the use of control theory into software development environments (Choudhury & Sabherwal 2003; Henderson & Lee 1992; Nidumolu & Subramani 2003) and more recently researchers have examined the control of flexible software development (Harris et al. 2009; Maruping et al. 2009; McHugh et al. 2008). The importance of flexibility in software development processes is supported by a substantial body of research (e.g. Byrd & Turner 2000; Duncan 1995; Gefen & Keil 1998) and reports a significant relationship between flexibility and software development performance (Lee & Xia 2005; MacCormack et al. 2001); however, the relationship between control and flexibility remains uncertain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Modes of Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Formal</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Informal</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clan control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fundamental challenge in using modes to examine control in flexible environments is that the scope is too general; in fact, both Maruping et al. (2009) and Harris et al. (2009) incorporate additional theory to examine control in agile environments. Maruping et al. (2009) base their theoretical argument on the importance of team member autonomy, specifically that decentralized decision-making authority is important when requirements are volatile (Nidumolu & Subramani 2003) and outcome control creates an environment for autonomy (Henderson & Lee 1992). They find that outcome control is more appropriate in agile environments as autonomous team members will have a heightened need to respond in changing environments. Harris et al. (2009) conceptualize the role of control in agile development from a product development lens and base their theoretical argument on the theory of dynamic capabilities; high change environments require the ability to reconfigure on-the-fly because change cannot be predicted (Eisenhardt & Martin 2000; Teece et al. 1997). They argue output control is not appropriate in agile environments as outcomes in agile methods are not explicit; rather, they are developed from an iterative development process. Based on these results, we conclude that a typology of ISD control needs to go beyond control modes to effectively define control mechanisms that govern both traditional and flexible development environments.

**ISD Control: A New Typology**

Doty and Glick (1994) define typologies as a conceptually derived, interrelated set of ideal types, which represent configurations of multiple constructs. Our ISD control typology differentiates control on two theoretical dimensions: 1) the inherent problem solving method of the ISD approach, and 2) the dimensions of control in a problem solving environment. On this basis, we develop and evaluate three research propositions, which are described below.

**Inherent Problem Solving Method**

Consistent with Ackoff’s general systems theory (1974, 1981), our typology posits that variation in ISD control can be explained by the inherent problem solving method of the development approach. The motivation to adopt this theoretical dimension was inspired by a similar movement from structured to flexible methods in project management; flexible methods are defined as integrative project management practices. Shenhar and Dvir (2007) argue that the discipline of project management needs to undergo a fundamental shift in practice and philosophy in order to move away from reductionist project management approaches. Information systems researchers also claim that fundamental design views of integrative project management are contradictory to traditional methods, which are defined by controlling and directive practices appropriate for stable environments, whereas agile methods are

We deem this approach appropriate as ISD methodologies are essentially a set of guidelines, activities, and tools that vary according to some “systematic way of conducting at least one phase of the systems development lifecycle” (Huisman & Iivari 2006, p. 32). To clarify, consider the systematic ways that a project team may choose to define the requirements of a new system. One approach would be to define the high level scope and objectives of the system and break down the work to create a requirements document used to guide development. Ackoff (1974) defines this structured problem solving approach as a reductionistic method of analysis. In ISD, structured approaches see the organization (or the customer) as a ‘tool’ and attempt to understand their problems (or needs) by breaking them into parts and following a step-by-step process to create a detailed analysis and design of the software to be developed (e.g. waterfall). Early research in computer science and software engineering literature argues that managers break down programming initiatives into tasks as a means to more easily control developers. By utilizing the organizational hierarchy, Kraft (1977) suggests that the fragmentation of programming tasks may lead to increased efficiency and productivity, but also enables managers to remain in charge of development initiatives and staff advancement.

An alternative, systematic approach for a project team to establish systems requirements is by defining a general direction for the project and continuously communicating with users to capture requirements and priorities on an ongoing basis, while concurrently developing the software in short, iterative cycles. This agile approach follows expansionistic methods of analysis where the organization (and other stakeholders) work to develop a holistic view of the problem and use continuous planning approaches to encourage learning in rapidly changing environments (Ackoff 1974). In ISD, these methods have been defined as agile as well as interactionist, speech act-based, and soft systems (Iivari et al. 2000/2001).

Categories and Dimensions of Control

In contrast with ISD control research, the concept of control within the management discipline has a long and varied history (Giglioni & Bedeian 1974). Beginning in the early 1900s and continuing through the present day, publications have varied in their interpretations of the concept of control. After a thorough review of managerial control literature, including both conceptual and empirical work, we identified fourteen distinct dimensions of control (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Categories</th>
<th>Control Objectives</th>
<th>Control Practices</th>
<th>Control Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Budget</td>
<td>Functionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectives</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practices</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In an effort to categorize these dimensions into higher level categories, we used Gregory’s (2007) work on control systems and performance management. Although this research was completed from an operations management perspective, it defines control categories from a general problem solving context using Ackoff’s general systems theory (1974, 1981), so the categories of control were deemed appropriate in a systems development context. We asked 9 IS professionals (5 academics and 4 practitioners) with extensive systems development experience to sort the dimensions into three control categories: objectives, practices, and effects; Moore and Benbasat’s (1991)
guidelines for confirmatory card sorting were used to structure this exercise. Table 2 shows the results of the confirmatory card sort. All items but one clearly converged on a single category of control (the product functionality control item was removed from the study). The following sections outline the three emergent categories and their underlying dimensions.

Control Objectives

Control objectives are described by five items, which each indicate a specific end result defined by ISD project stakeholders. This type of control is deemed appropriate when desired outcomes can be established a priori and actual accomplishments can be measured against the targets. By applying general systems theory, control objectives are separated into two ideal types: targets and tolerances. Targets represent a reductionistic approach, whereby control is used as a means of achieving targets related to time deadlines, budget limitations, and compliance regulations (Davis 1951; Koontz 1958; Koontz 1959). Tolerances represent an expansionistic approach, whereby control is used to reach an objective that exists within a desired range of acceptability.

The disadvantage of achieving control objectives through target setting is that managers tend to neglect important emergent aspects of the systems behavior (Caulkin 2002). For example, if an ISD project is defined by a specific budget objective, efforts to control behavior toward this objective may inhibit team member ability to see emergent aspects related to the required functionality of the system. General systems theory supports the claim that target-based control objectives are less problematic in simple projects, but claims that more expansionistic approaches (defined as tolerances in our typology) are required to effectively control complex systems (Ackoff 1974). As flexible development methods claim to be more appropriate for managing changing requirements, budgets, and schedules (Harris et al. 2009), we propose that tolerance-based control objectives will be more prominent in flexible, or agile, development environments. We define tolerance-based objectives as quality control and risk reduction.

These concepts have a long tradition in the management literature as an objective of control. For example, Cross (1928) cites the avoidance of fraudulent practices as an objective of control and Fayol (1949) suggests that “a good system of control provides against undesirable surprises, capable of degenerating into catastrophes” (p. 109).

Proposition 1: ISD control objectives will vary between structured and flexible ISD approaches: target-based control objectives will be more prominent in structured ISD approaches and tolerance-based control objectives will be more prominent in flexible ISD approaches.

Control Practices

Control practices represent specific techniques used to enable the ISD process to achieve a control objective. The distinction between structured and facilitative control practices in our typology is consistent with Miller and Skidmore’s (2004) distinction between hyper-organization and disorganization. They define hyper-organization as ‘the restless pursuit of greater efficiency and the most rational way to pursue objectives’, whereas disorganization ‘reflects workers’ desire to associate themselves with organizations which give them more autonomy and the facility to develop their own skills and ideas’ (p. 16). In hyper-organizations, reductionistic practices are defined by activities focusing on measurement and evaluation (Eisenhardt 1985). Structured practices of control have a long history in management control literature (Cross 1928; Diemer 1915; Emerson 1919; Weber 1947) and remain common today as Project Management Offices (PMOs) attempt to define standard project management tools and techniques to guide project teams toward these set guidelines and regulations. In structured ISD approaches, project team members are assigned defined job roles and responsibilities (e.g. programmer, tester) and an importance is placed on the creation and maintenance of documents such as project plans, technical documents, and requirements specifications (Nerur et al. 2005). Fixed deadlines and budgets are established early in waterfall development and are closely scrutinized through detailed project budgeting, tracking, and reporting. We identified two structured control practices in the managerial literature: standardizing expectations and measuring actual results (Koontz 1959) and enforcing newly implemented rules or procedures (Davis 1940; Urwick 1944; Weber 1947).

In contrast, expansionistic practices of control enable the ISD process to work toward control objectives by effectively facilitating the dissemination of information and interaction between individuals and groups in an optimal manner (Eisenhardt 1985; Ouchi 1978; Urwick 1944), regularly remediating and correcting deficiencies (Brech 1965; Diemer 1915; Reeves & Woodward 1970), and actively monitoring of information, rules, activities, and people through ongoing, iterative processes (Child 1973; Ouchi 1978; Weber 1947). We define these as facilitative practices of control and propose that they are more common when attempting to achieve control in complex, changing environments.
**Proposition 2:** ISD control practices will vary between structured and flexible ISD approaches: structured practices will be more prominent for structured ISD approaches and facilitative control practices will be more prominent in flexible ISD approaches.

**Control Effects**

Effects of control are the consequences that occur as a result of control objectives and practices. We uncovered three control effect dimensions in the managerial control literature and categorized each as either reductionistic or expansionistic. First, Weber (1947) and Tannenbaum (1962) perceive control as a mechanism that can limit discretion, restrict rights, and establish dominance over others. The effect of control is also defined by increased bureaucracy and dependence on static processes (Child 1973) and the enforcement of newly implemented rules or procedures (Davis, 1940; Urwick, 1944; Weber 1947). These effects all relate to the minimization of controlee dissent and the creation of dependence on strict orders, processes, and authority.

Expansionistic control objectives and practices encourage timely, accurate, and relevant information flows and remediation to encourage performance toward quality expectations and risk reduction. We argue that these practices give software development teams the autonomy to determine the best way to deploy resources in an effort to meet project goals. According to the managerial control literature, enabling individuals to gain insight into past, current, and future activities can result in a greater feeling of fulfillment and achievement (Ouchi 1978; Reeves & Woodward 1970). Control literature also claims that empowering employees to accept greater responsibility and exercise self-control and self-direction presents an opportunity for greater productivity and satisfaction (Kirsch 1996; McGregor 1960. Grounded in previous research that autonomy becomes even more consequential when software development teams need to respond to requirements changes (Gerwin & Moffat 1997; Henderson & Lee 1992; Maruping et al. 2009), we propose the following:

**Proposition 3:** ISD control effects will vary between structured and flexible ISD approaches: dependency control effects will be more prominent for structured ISD approaches and autonomy control effects will be more prominent in flexible ISD approaches.

Based on the problem solving methods, control categories, and control dimensions discussed above, the proposed typology of ISD control is outlined in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Typology of ISD Control](image)

**Research Methodology**

In order to provide useful insights into control phenomena, researchers have called for an increased focus on fieldwork and observation of organizational practices (Merchant 1988). In response, a positivist case study approach is employed in this study, with the purpose of building theory pertaining to ISD control.

Two development methodologies, agile and waterfall, are examined at four organizations. These methodologies were chosen as proxies for the plan-driven, structured methodologies and flexible, adaptive methodologies outlined in the propositions. Both waterfall and agile are widely used in practice (Conboy 2009; Nerur et al. 2005) and are perceived to be conflicting in their core strategy and philosophy, particularly in their approach to control. Whereas waterfall development is seen to integrate a high level of control through the use of structured processes and procedures, agile development is commonly perceived to be less controlled through the use of more flexible, adaptive activities (Dyba & Dingsoyr 2008).
Study Design

As organizations advocate a range of development processes and developers may have experience with different methodologies, a multiple case study design was considered the most effective research design in order to compare control phenomena across different systems development methodologies. A multiple-case study approach allows for cross-case analysis and the extension of theory (Benbasat et al. 1987), as well as providing a foundation for generalization (Yin 2009).

The unit of analysis for this study is at the systems development methodology level. Because control phenomena exist at the organizational, project, and individual level (Davis 1951; Flamholtz et al. 1985; Ouchi 1978), focusing exclusively on one level may exclude areas of potentially rich insights at other levels. Due to the exploratory nature of this research, a more encompassing view is desired; therefore, analysis is focused on development methodologies and their relationship with control across multiple levels.

Four organizations were selected to participate in this research. The first organization, referred to as UniCan, was selected as a pilot study, primarily on the basis of access and geographical proximity. Pilot studies are only occasionally used in case study research (Dube & Pare 2003); however, their use can contribute to a refined data collection process, contextual clarification, and field inquiry logistics streamlining (Yin 2009). The data collected from UniCan was used for these purposes, but the data itself was excluded from the data analysis process. UniCan is a mid-sized Canadian University with approximately 18,000 enrolled undergraduate and graduate students. Interviewees were involved in the systems development activities at the University, working on a variety of web and application development activities related to areas such as student registration and awards. UniCan utilizes a hybrid systems development methodology, including techniques characterizing both agile and waterfall methodologies.

The three remaining organizations each utilize different systems development methodologies. LargeMan is a multinational manufacturing conglomerate based in the United States. The company has offices in 32 countries around the world and over 75,000 employees. The location used for this study is in Ontario, where the local development team is responsible for the development of an inventory tracking application for the organization’s products. LargeMan uses a waterfall systems development methodology, characterized by structured, sequential development cycles, detailed project budgeting and tracking, and formal approval of phase deliverables.

InfoOrg is a large information and technology company with approximately 50,000 employees. The location used for this study is in British Columbia, where a customer-facing finance application is developed and supported by a local project team. Although the core application utilizes a primarily waterfall methodology, smaller supplementary development projects have adopted an agile methodology, integrating daily ‘stand-up’ meetings, frequent delivery of working code, and short, iterative development cycles.

The final case study organization is a software development firm referred to as OntCode that develops software for financial services, retail, and manufacturing customers. OntCode uses an agile development methodology, characterized by iterative development cycles, collective code ownership, and pair programming.

Data Collection

The data were collected during June and July 2009 via 26 semi-structured interviews. Four interviews were conducted during the pilot study at UniCan, followed by eight interviews at InfoOrg, seven at LargeMan, and seven at OntCode. The interviews were conducted with participants in a range of systems development roles, including developers, systems analysts, quality assurance analysts, and development managers. By selecting participants from a range of roles within the development process, perspectives from both controllers and controlees were obtained. The nature of the interview data collection was both a retrospective account of participant experiences, as well as perspectives related to on-going projects. A formal interview protocol was utilized, but the interviewer remained open to probing into participant responses when they initiated a new area of inquiry. Subsequent to the pilot study, all interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed. In total, 189 pages of transcribed notes were produced from the interviews.

Prior to each interview, a questionnaire was completed by participants who indicated their level of experience using ten systems development techniques associated with waterfall development methodologies (e.g. specialized staff roles, working software at the end of a project, importance of technical documentation) and ten techniques associated with agile development methodologies (e.g. pair programming, story cards, collective code ownership). The techniques were not labeled by methodology and were randomly ordered in the questionnaire. A six point scale
was used, from 0 (No Experience) to 6 (Extensive Experience). A similar number of interviewees were selected from organizations representing a range of development methodologies: seven from a waterfall organization (LargeMan), seven from an agile organization (OntCode), and eight from a hybrid organization (InfoOrg). An additional four participants were interviewed from a hybrid organization (UniCan) for the pilot study. Experience scores ranged from 20 to 58 in agile experience, with an average of 37.5. For waterfall experience, scores ranged from 10 to 60, with an average of 38.7. Based on these results, the consolidated interviewee sample is concluded to have an approximately equal level of experience with both agile and waterfall methodologies.

In order to increase the reliability of data collection, the use of a case study protocol and a case study database were utilized during the study. Yin (2009) defines a case study protocol as the instrument, procedures and general rules used to guide the data collection process. The protocol was created prior to data collection and in line with Yin’s (2009) suggestions, included sections on data collection procedures, an outline of the case study report, the case study questions, and evaluation guidelines. A case study database facilitates the separation of the collected data and the investigator’s report, potentially allowing other investigators to independently review the collected evidence (Yin 2009). The use of QSR NVivo version 8.0 was used as a case study database in order to store investigator case study field notes, observations, interview transcripts, case study documents, and narratives.

Data Analysis

Defining an analysis strategy is an important step in identifying what data to analyze and why it should be analyzed in order to develop theory (Dube & Pare 2003; Yin 2009). First, the interviews were reviewed and coded by the first author; the 14 items of control (listed in Table 2) were used as coding categories (Miles & Huberman 1994). Seven interviews were reviewed in detail by the second author in order to validate the reliability of coding. All issues were discussed and coding revisions were made, where necessary. Similar techniques have been used in other studies such as Romm and Pilskin (1999) and Silva and Hirschheim (2007) as a means of facilitating researcher collaboration to increase data analysis reliability. Because the data collection and analysis stages overlapped, it allowed the investigators increased flexibility in data collection activities (Eisenhardt 1989). As a result, two new dimensions were added to the coding scheme: prioritization and eustress. Miles and Huberman (1994) suggest that this process of revision acts as a refinement of the original conceptual structure of the study and integrates empirically grounded insights generated from the field site. Participants identified prioritization as a control practice that enabled the ISD process to work toward control objectives. The use of prioritization was most common amongst agile developers as it applied to the activities of each iteration (called a sprint). The prioritization of tasks and decisions toward product objectives is evident in early control literature (Koontz 1958), but the role of prioritization as an ISD control practice has not been studied to date. The second item introduced by participants is eustress: positive stress resulting from an individual faced with a challenge (Selye 1964). Again, common amongst agile developers, eustress was mentioned as a consequence of flexible control objectives and practices by effectively motivating participants to achieve a high level of performance.

The final data analysis step was the in-depth examination of the coded data. Cross-case patterns are be used to identify within-group similarities and intergroup differences (Dube & Pare 2003). To achieve this objective, NVivo matrix queries were used to identify instances within the interview transcripts where both a systems development technique and a control category coding overlapped within a particular quote. By examining the matrix reports specific to individuals with experience using a particular methodology and development technique, insights were developed into the nature of control variance.

Results

Using the three categories of control in the proposed typology, we highlight the number of interviewee quotes referring to each of the sixteen control dimensions. Figure 2 illustrates the extent to which the data supports the research propositions. For comparative purposes, quotes referring to aspects of control modes are also presented. The frequency of individual quotes attributed to coding categories ranged from 3 (achievement of budget objective) to 30 (information and interaction). A total of 338 quotes were coded in the transcripts, averaging 17 quotes per control dimension and 13 quotes per interviewee. In the remainder of this section, a selection of interview quotes is used to illustrate the extent of the support for the three research propositions.
Little evidence was found to support Proposition 1. Both budget and compliance were more prominent in waterfall but there was insufficient data to make strong conclusions for either control objective. Analysis of the content and frequency of quotations provided evidence that structured approaches established desired outcomes a priori, “Generally most of [my experience is] a very strict waterfall type development cycle, in particular [at a former company] because I had to meet ISO standards and certifications so they had a very set process” (Developer, OntCode) and actual accomplishments are measured against the a priori targets, “So, if [we] are now accountable for…the release, [we] have got to figure out how to do it. Which can be, depending on your personality, really good, because then you can show off and say, ‘I did this great work, and I hit the deadlines and the budget and all that stuff’ ” (Developer, LargeMan).

The target-based objective with the largest variance was speed; however, results were opposite to the relationship hypothesized. After careful examination of quotations, we concluded that speed references by agile developers related more to speed generating the need for autonomy as opposed to speed as a target. “With agile, it’s quick, you are always on top of everything that’s happening, you can reprioritize quickly; you can change the scope because you gained more understanding and you share it and then your tester is right with you..they get bits and pieces at a
time” (Project Manager, InfoOrg). This interpretation suggests speed may also be a consequence of control – a control effect. One IS professional identified speed as a control effect in the card sort exercise. A follow-up conversation with this professional confirmed our interpretation that the speed of agile practices encourages autonomy that can present opportunities for greater productivity and satisfaction for developers.

Both quality and risk reduction were conceptualized as tolerances that correspond to an expansionist approach to control. Results show quality and risk were noted more frequently by agile participants than waterfall participants; however, the variance between the two groups was insufficient to conclude that tolerances are more common in flexible development environments.

**Control Practices**

Results provided stronger support for Proposition 2; four of the six control dimensions align with the proposed ISD typology categories (structured or facilitative), as predicted. The remaining two categories, prioritization and standardization/measurement were not found to vary significantly.

Enforcement of policies and procedures was clearly more prominent in the waterfall approach. Policies and procedures tended to the focus on the early definition of scope, requirements and deadlines, as well as the structured, sequential development phases and milestones. “We know when we have to do the installation and then from there we will build a time line around that; around requirements gathering, around scoping, requirement gathering, development and a testing phase” (Business Analyst, LargeMan).

Active monitoring, remediation and correction, and information and interaction were all more prominent in the agile approach. These practices were used in a holistic, expansionistic sense as the means used to ensure that project objectives were being met. Information and interaction was the most talked about control mechanism in our study.

“Things get done faster because we have a lot of face-to-face communication. We’re in the same room; we don’t send emails back and forth where they end up in some folder. I’m going to get up and I’m going to walk over to you...and ask: so what’s going on with this, I’m running into this problem, can you come over here and give me a hand?” (Developer, OntCode).

“You have to be able to work in the project room and because things change so quickly, if we can’t communicate, even under stress, then it becomes an instant problem for the team” (Developer, OntCode).

There were 30 information and interaction quotations made by agile developers compared to two by waterfall developers. Support for active monitoring in agile practices was also very strong. “You can’t necessarily corral human nature. But at least, in an agile project management world, you actually get, at least daily, an update from them... ‘what have you done, what are you doing today, what issues are you facing?’ And hopefully you learn sooner when they’re on these - I call them voyages of discovery - so that you can help them and get them to move forward” (Developer, InfoOrg). Variance in remediation and correction was less evident, but comments by agile developers focused more on the real-time nature of this control practice. “So, right away if you start something and the client says, ‘oh wait a minute, I want to do that instead’ or ‘I don’t really like the way it looks’, right away you can fix it” (Developer, OntCode). Remediation and correction in waterfall was more scheduled and structured in waterfall approaches: “[Management] can look at a project and make the decision if they’re going throw good money after bad. If there’s something that is floundering, they’ve built these structures in that can look at it and say ‘you need more work on this’ or ‘no, you can’t even go any further’” (Developer, LargeMan).

**Control Effects**

Control effects clearly varied between structured and flexible ISD approaches; results show strong evidence in support of Proposition 3. Waterfall developers talked about the effects of detailed project budgeting and tracking, intense documentation, and the structured, sequential nature of the development process. Authority was evident as developers described the consequence of structured practices, “So these guys were handed documents with everything laid out in them. So there, it is, really they were treated almost like code monkeys. You could have handed this to... a group here or a group in India or a group in China; it didn’t matter” (Business Analyst, LargeMan). Structured approaches also prevented autonomy as developers are very dependent on static processes and are often forced to document and share information. Two developers at LargeMan described this best:
“I think a lot of my problems with the [development process are that] the analysts work as secretaries rather than actually using analytical thought. And it becomes a sort of customer-driven design where a customer comes up with a screen and then hands it to me through the analyst, which is why we end up re-architecting a lot of the designs because they are just really amateurish, they’re not done by people who actually understand technology in any way” (Developer, LargeMan).

Both satisfaction and eustress align with the autonomous control type and were talked about as consequences of key principles behind the agile manifesto (Beck et al. 2001). Satisfaction was most commonly talked about in relation to frequently delivering working code and the use of short, iterative development cycles (i.e. sprints).

“You actually feel like you’re delivering something, you’re actually incrementally improving your software, you can actually see that. And that’s good because I think that gives people gives satisfaction in what they do…there’s actually, there’s progress, there’s a feeling of achievement and I think people value that” (Developer, InfoOrg).

“Clients like seeing new things like, ‘wow, I’m getting a lot of stuff, you know weren’t they just here last week showing me something new, and they’re back again? Wow, these guys are really doing something for me” (Developer, OntCode).

Eustress was also an effect of frequently delivery working code, “I think it’s good to have that tension that exists sometimes, you don’t want it to be too large but primary focus for software development is getting something to your clients, right?... So, having that little bit of tension there I think is actually good because it gives people some focus” (Developer, OntCode), as well as the need to maintain a constant pace to promote sustainable development:

“I would say it probably creates a higher level of stress but I don’t think it necessarily means its stress in terms of physiological discomfort but I think it sharpens the mind. Because, you know you can’t procrastinate as it will be really obvious when you don’t complete something. I think it’s a good thing” (Developer, InfoOrg).

“The (agile methodology) originators came up with this idea of work is taking responsibility for the thing that they create. So, in some sense, feeling ashamed that others might look at my code and it is atrocious because I was in a rush and had to leave early” (Developer, OntCode).

Discussion

Based on the findings noted above, we argue that the proposed typology of ISD control provides valuable new insights into how systems development projects are controlled. The following discussion outlines why the typology is important for supplementing past work using control modes, as well as how our findings provide insights on the causes and effects of development methodology dilution.

Moving Beyond Modes

First, to evaluate whether our proposed ISD control typology supplements previous work on control modes, we coded our interviews by control modes (results are summarized in Table 2). Our results suggest that agile approaches align with behavioral and clan control. Behavioral control was evident in the description of the subtle, flexible approach to assessment in daily stand-up meetings, “I run the daily stand-up meetings. They are very short; they always focus on what was done yesterday, what’s going to be done today” (Project Manager, InfoOrg). Clan control was also evident in agile practices, “It’s self organizing teams, so the teams control themselves, they steer their destiny. They work, so arguably I guess there is control; it’s just different. They work collaboratively with the team or with the client; the team works collaboratively with the client to deliver basically what the client, at any given time, thinks is highest priority” (Developer, OntCode).

If only modes were considered in our research, our results would seem to support the work by Harris et al. (2009) and refute the work by Maruping et al. (2009), as they deemed outcome control inappropriate in agile environments. However, we argue that our typology can help to clarify conflicting results in previous research. First, if we map Maruping et al.’s (2009) theoretical argument that decentralized decision-making (i.e. autonomy) is important when requirements are volatile to our typology, we would categorize their theoretical argument as facilitative practices with autonomy outcomes. More specifically, their argument that autonomous team members will have a heightened
need to respond in a changing environment is consistent with our position that facilitative practices reflect the workers’ desire to associate themselves with organizations that give them more autonomy. Hence, if Maruping et al. (2009) developed their conceptual argument on our proposed typology, their results would likely support facilitative control practices and autonomous effects. Similarly, Harris et al. (2009) argue high change environments require the ability to reconfigure on-the-fly and outcomes in agile methods are not explicit; rather, they are developed from an iterative development process. Using our typology as a theoretical lens, they may have argued high change environments require tolerance-based control objectives and facilitative control practices. Tolerance-based control objectives incorporate changing requirements, budgets, and budgets which is consistent with Harris et al’s (2009) concept of emergent outcomes. The iterative development process they describe is consistent with facilitative control practices. Hence, we conclude that had previous research adopted our proposed typology of ISD control, results related to control in flexible environments would be consistent and lend support to our contention that control modes alone are inadequate to examine control in information systems development.

**Causes and Effects of Diluted Development Practices**

We recognize that there are multiple explanations for why Proposition 3 was strongly supported by our research results, while Propositions 1 and 2 were not strongly supported; some of these alternative explanations are noted in the limitations section of this paper. However, one plausible explanation is that hybrid development methodologies dilute the unique benefits of waterfall and agile practices by confounding control dimensions that draw on both reductionistic and expansionistic perspectives. To investigate this concept further, we re-examined the interview data for each case study to determine if individual organizations are pursuing particular control dimensions using both agile and waterfall techniques. We find that in each case where a non-variant or unsupported result was noted in our data analysis, at least one of the three case study organizations employed diluted development methods. That is, the development team utilized both agile and waterfall techniques in relation to a single control objective or practice. Though this is unsurprising for InfoOrg, where a hybrid development approach is used, it is surprising at LargeMan and OntCode where increasingly extreme or ‘pure’ instantiations of their respective development methodologies are purported to be in place. For the control objectives category, both agile and waterfall techniques were used by: InfoOrg (speed objective); LargeMan and InfoOrg (quality objective); InfoOrg and OntCode (risk objective). In employing control practices, both agile and waterfall techniques were used by: LargeMan and InfoOrg (standardization & measurement practice); and InfoOrg (prioritization practice). Illustrative examples are outlined below.

First, we argue that the focus on quality by waterfall developers presents a threat of dilution of structured approaches in systems development. In practice, integrated performance management initiatives such as earned value analysis attempt to monitor system quality. Earned value analysis (EVA) combines measurements of scope, schedule, and cost in a single integrated system (Fleming & Koppelman 2006). Although the integration of targets may capture a more complete view of the system, our typology supports the argument that integrated performance initiatives are still target-based control objectives. As practical ISD literature presents these more advanced target-based initiatives as quality management practices (Fleming & Koppelman, 2006), it is not surprising that the developers using waterfall methodologies indicate quality as a control objective. Using our typology as a theoretical framework, we argue that the adoption of facilitative quality control practices (e.g. continuous improvement, quality circles) will present a threat to structured development teams as they will encourage tolerance-based objectives that do not align to the target-based needs of structured software development approaches. Similarly, we argue that adoption of target-based performance management initiatives (such as EVA) will dilute agile practices; researchers have recognized the restrictions of these techniques in agile environments and are attempting to modify them to support more flexible approaches (Sulaiman et al. 2007).

We adopt a similar logic to explain the reference to standardization and measurement practices in agile environments. We expect that the popularity of structured performance management techniques (e.g. balanced scorecard) have influenced the adoption of standardization and measurement practices in agile environments. Consistent with our typology, we argue that these structured methods conflict with the dominant expansionistic problem solving approach in agile environments. In fact, it is possible that organizations that have made a commitment to balanced scorecard-type performance management practices may be attempting to infuse them into their systems development environments and these practices are one of those being adopted by agile environments in an attempt to overcome organizational constraints and executive resistance to change (Karlstroem & Runeson 2005; Manhart & Schneider 2004). Results from our research only show that standardization and measurement
practices have been infused into agile environments. Future research is needed to determine whether or not these practices are diluting the benefits of flexible systems development approaches.

Finally, our results show that risk management and prioritization are common in both structured and flexible environments. We propose the key to differentiation is how uncertainty is perceived. Structured risk management methods perceive uncertainty as foreseeable and prioritization practices take a preemptive planning approach where risks are identified and prioritized to avoid or mitigate possible negative effects (Kliem & Ludin 1995). In structured risk management environments, efforts are made to prevent change. In rapidly changing environments, risk objectives need to welcome change and recognize that uncertainty is unforeseen. Risk management experts suggest risk management approaches need to focus less on planning and more on flexibility and learning (De Meyer et al. 2002). Based on this reflection, we suggest that risk objectives can be target-based or tolerance-based. We also argue that prioritization practices can be structured using risk planning and identification practices and facilitative using more frequent iterative prioritization methods that are enabled by constant interaction with the customer. Re-evaluation of interview data showed some support for the different risk objectives and practices; however, as the interview protocol did not specifically address different approaches to risk, results are not conclusive. For the risk reduction objective, developers in structured environments sought to limit and clearly define change as a means to limit risk:

“it reduces risk, and it sets expectations so that the businesses and the users have an expectation of what they are going to get, and when they are going to be able to get it. So, you are really setting expectations there and I think that it is reducing risk...We know we’ve got that goal; we have an idea of what has to be done in there. And we just have to figure out how to do it... And so scheduling and managing all of that with a team of developers is what we have to do within this window of time. And having that laid out, does tend to reduce the risk because it gives you a structure to work within” (Developer, LargeMan).

As well, prioritization practices were more structured in waterfall environments:

“We have a release cycle, about three releases a year, and all the change requests will be prioritized...the ones with the most priority will probably get done... The prioritization is done by the business analyst and the country representative. So, each country has a [head office] representative and then they would have a meeting, I think once a month or sometimes more frequently, depending on when the release cycle is. And they would decide on what they want on the next release and how much benefit it’s going to give to their business and from that they can decide which one is the highest priority for them. (Developer, LargeMan)

We laid out for a release, if we have a release coming up we may have thirty five or forty tasks. Whether they are technical or business requirements they will be laid out and need to be done. All we do in that is we go, ‘okay here is when our coding needs to be done, so we have to be ready for testing by that time, here is our release date’. So everybody knows those two dates. How you get to that date, we don’t care” (Developer, LargeMan).

In agile environments, developers embraced change and prioritization methods are more iterative and customer-focused:

“The change in requirements are good because the customer often changes their mind or one or more people came up with the idea that by the time you needed more detail, we realized that the benefits here were different from what was originally thought. So, to be honest if I deal with the customer ongoing and if you have to change requirements I think is critical to end up with something that is useful” (Developer, OntCode).

“It’s more of an observation and iterative modification so, you do a bit, you observe, you change your plan, you do a bit more, you observe, you change your plan and that’s basically the ideal control process in an agile project” (Developer, OntCode).

“And I keep the backlog of the issues and tasks up to date, so I daily report on how much time we spent, what’s left - remaining hours or remaining time as well as how it compares to the estimate from the initial of the project” (Project Manager, InfoOrg).

In general, this line of reasoning suggests that when organizations adopt hybrid methodologies, they may dilute the core benefits of each individual methodology (e.g. agile and waterfall) by introducing contradictory forms of systems development control. Past research suggests that when inconsistent organizational control and values are present within a development team, it can result in project challenges that are difficult to overcome (Ngwenyama &
the categories and dimensions proposed in this study, unique insights can be generated regarding the systems development process. Specifically, we were interested in understanding how hybrid methodologies that integrate aspects of self-control, the process constrains and oppresses the developer. Other research suggests that the level of control when methodologies fail to adequately consider the developer’s inherent needs for communication, cooperation, and dependence may result. This observation is consistent with prior research. Hirschheim & Klein (1994) find that where governance and control values are aligned across an organization, effects relating to satisfaction and positive stress will be more prevalent. This implies that control objectives and practices that relate to positive control effects may lead to "meaningful business outcomes at a magnitude that is important to many organizations and that these correlations generalize across companies" (Harter et al. 2002, p. 276). This finding provides preliminary evidence that the dilution of agile techniques may negatively influence the performance of systems development projects.

Implications, Limitations, and Future Research

The objective of this paper was to conduct an in-depth exploration of the dimensions of systems development control as a means to derive theory related to how structured and flexible development methodologies apply control differently. Specifically, we were interested in understanding how hybrid methodologies that integrate aspects of both structured and flexible methods may dilute the performance benefits perceived to exist in a ‘pure’ form of either method.

Two important contributions stem from this research. First, our findings suggest that when control is viewed using the categories and dimensions proposed in this study, unique insights can be generated regarding the systems development process that go beyond the standard control modes approach. By drawing on Ackoff’s general systems theory (1974, 1981), we find support in our assertions that a new typology consisting of control objectives, practices, and effects can help to reconcile past contradictory findings related to systems development control. Previous research examining the relationship between development methodology elements such as Livari et al. (2000/2001), has been characterized as taxonomic theory (Gregor 2006); however, this study builds on these classifications by incorporating the construct of control. By empirically establishing a typology of ISD control, the findings from this study represent a novel contribution to control theory in systems development.

Second, we provide evidence that ISD methods can be differentiated by reductionist and expansionistic elements and organizations are blending these elements in practice. Future research could examine whether or not these hybrid approaches dilute the benefits inherent in a more pure methodological form because of the contradictory control perspectives. This practical contribution can provide important insights to boards, managers, and development teams by articulating a new perspective on how development projects are controlled. By focusing specifically on the control aspects inherent in agile and waterfall methodologies, practitioners can more clearly determine the development approach that aligns with their intended objectives. The findings highlight areas where caution may be required from practitioners regarding the implications of mixing agile and waterfall development practices. We suggest that such approaches may confuse developers and erode the strength of management control, potentially leading to suboptimal project performance.

There are several limitations of this study to consider. First, because the agile and waterfall development methodologies are used as a proxy for flexible and plan-driven approaches, respectively, interpreting the findings in relation to other methodologies or approaches should be approached with caution. Although the typology components were supported across a range of the control dimensions for the methodologies studied, it should not be inferred that similar findings will necessarily be replicated at other organizations or with other methodologies. Second, all of the organizations and case study sites visited for the study were based in North America, which could limit the applicability of the findings to non-North American cultures. Prior research has noted that culture may affect the nature of control systems (Birnberg & Snodgrass 1988), as well as the manner in which systems are developed (Livari & Huisman 2007; Leidner & Kayworth 2006); therefore, the findings of this study may be influenced by the cultural norms, values, and procedures that apply to a North American environment.

Future research can build on the findings noted in this study in three areas. First, additional research is required to continue to develop an understanding of the organizational circumstances that lead to diluted agile practices, as well as...
as to determine the specific project performance implications of such practices. Our findings suggest a relationship between control and diluted practices, but subsequent studies could consider other alternative causes such as the extent of cultural values alignment between organizations and project teams. Second, future research could further validate and expand on the typology of ISD control proposed in this study. Our model contributes to building a better understanding of the interrelationship between control and the systems development process; however, other control categories and dimensions may exist that can provide further insights. Finally, we address the governance of ISD projects from the perspective of management control, but do not directly examine the complex role of power, politics, and authority that can influence how and why systems are developed within organizations. Future studies could consider the role of ISD governance and control as it applies from the board room to the server room as a means to better understand the complexities that can influence the process of systems development.
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